September 9, 2020
Board of Commissioners
Port of San Diego
Re: Port Master Plan draft
Commissioners:
The Downtown Community Planning Council was established to make
recommendations to the City Council, Planning Commission, City staff and other
governmental agencies on land use matters and to protect the 2006 Downtown
Community Plan (DCP).
We have been following the progressing drafts of your Port Master Plan as Downtown's
entire 2.7 mile southern and western borders are adjacent to Port's waterfront from Laurel
St to the 10th Ave Terminal. At our July 2019 meeting, Lesley Nishihira presented a
summary of the plan and we weighed in with several concerns. Now that the process is
moving again, we want to reiterate those concerns. These are 1. Continuation of all existing view corridors
The City has established and protected view corridors on several downtown
streets as shown on the attached map from the DCP. Our past and continuing
efforts will be entirely wasted if these are not carried through to the Bay as
was intended.
2. Balanced use
The DCP outlines goals and policies for a vibrant, active waterfront which is
cohesive with the strategies of Downtown's development. Among these are
diverse land use, 24 hour activities, emphasis on bay views and strong
pedestrian connections for both residents and visitors.
With a total of 11,827 hotel rooms proposed from the Hilton to the
Wyndham, any balance has been lost. The Convention Center and three large
hotels have effectively impeded access and awareness of Downtown's
southern waterfront. Now with the existing and planned 5700 rooms to the
west, Downtown will be entirely walled off from the Bay.

3. A step down in density, massing, heights, etc
Downtown has been designed for urban density, but it is inappropriate to
carry that same density to the waterfront. The DCP calls for waterfront
development which is low in scale and intensity and promotes a high degree
of architectural detail and quality. (See attached DCP Section 5.5.)
4. Friendly and porous access
The proposed density prohibits friendly access to the waterfront. There's a
tremendous difference between 'a public walkway' and an 'open and inviting
gateway'. Horton Plaza has access from two ends and you can walk over the
Convention Center to reach the bay; but neither is inviting. The PMP fails to
address any kind of gateway like thinking, or even porous access, from
Downtown.
We are aware that the Port has reached out for a lot of public input. But it's unclear if any
of that input has actually made it's way into the PMP. We ask that the final PMP fosters
the common goals from the Port's mission of balance and Downtown Community Plan's
emphasis on the importance of the waterfront.
Cordially,
Bill Orabone
DCPC 2020 Chair
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